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Using big data to understand trail use: three Strava tools
Version May 26, 2016
, Jacob Herrero (MEDes.), TRAFx Research

Summary
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Big data—billions of data points—for trail planning, management and advocacy purposes sounds both
futuristic and unattainable. In reality, however, it is here today in the form of three mapping tools, two of
which are online, free and easy to use. These tools utilize crowdsourced GPS tracks.
Strava
is a software service (website and app) used by people who bike, run, walk, etc. to track themselves,
using GPSenabled devices (e.g., iPhones, Android phones, GPS watches, Garmin, etc.), for fitness,
training, social and other purposes. In 2016, Strava Inc. claimed to have a database of over 1 trillion GPS
points globally; over 5 million GPS trips are added weekly by Stava app users worldwide. Strava Inc.
currently dominate their field.
In this article I introduce three Strava Inc. software tools relevant to those who study, manage or advocate
for trails and trail systems. Two are free (
Global Heatmap
and 
Clusterer
), and one is feebased (
Strava
Metro
). First, I explore the opportunities and limitations associated with the two free tools, using trails in
Canmore, Canada, as an example, while recognizing that their primary purpose is to help people who bike
and run find 'popular routes'. I then discuss Strava Metro.
Strava Metro, which targets the needs of government organizations, is a feebased data licensing service
that provides aggregated, 'depersonalized' Strava user data for a particular area, including activity type
(bike, run, etc.), direction of travel, user volume, gender, age, speed, duration, and routing. It is suitable for
larger networks of (a) bicycleoriented routes, paths, and trails; (b) multiuse paths and trails used by people
who ride and run; and, (c) mountain bike trails.
The percentage of Strava users varies from trail to trail (est. 1 to 12%). Therefore, for accuracy, and to gain
the confidence of the public and decision makers, it is necessary to use trail traffic counters at a sufficient
number of locations, for a sufficient duration of time to 'truth' the Strava Metro data.
Lowercost ($500 range) volumetric counters in combination with 'smart' Strava Metro data, and survey data,
create the potential to provide richer and more complete data (use type, direction of travel, user volume,
gender, etc.), over a wider area and for a lower cost than traditional methods.
It is unlikely that any one source of trail data will replace all others. Instead, the different sources
(crowdsourced GPSbased, trail counter, survey, etc.) have the potential to complement and strengthen
each other.

Summary table  Three Strava offerings useful for understanding trail use
Strava
product

Identifying
regional
hotspots

Identifying
trail networks

Choosing
trails to
count

Partial
Counts

Trail
use
type

Direction
of travel

Speed

GPS
data for
GIS

Global Heatmap
(free)

Y

Y

Y

N

N
*

N

N

N

Clusterer
(free)

Y

Y

Y

N

N
*

N

N

N

Metro
(paid)

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

*
very limited
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“Big data makes very little sense without
small data to benchmark against”
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Objective
Big data—billions of data points—for trail planning, management and advocacy purposes sounds both futuristic and
unattainable. In reality, however, it is here today in the form of three mapping tools, two of which are online, free and
easy to use. These tools utilize crowdsourced GPS tracks.
To date, it appears that Strava GPS data, a type of big data, has mainly been used in the context of bicyclerelated
transportation planning on urban road systems in larger cities, not for trails and trail systems. The objective of this
article is twofold: (a) to explore the potential of using three Strava software tools in the context trails and trail
networks, and (b) to point the reader to some references and resources about where she can learn more about
Strava. In short, this article is an introduction to Strava and how it might be used by people and organizations who
plan, manage or advocate for trail systems. The ultimate objective of this article is simply to 'get the information out
there' so others can investigate and use Strava data if they wish. It is a start point, not an end point.

Some key info about Strava
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●
●

●

●

●

Strava began in 
2009
; the company is based in San Francisco, California.
The Strava app is mainly used by people who run or bike, but it is also used by people who walk and hike, as well as
those who canoe, nordic ski, inline skate, etc. The Strava user base is broadening.
Over 65% of Strava app users are outside of the USA.
Other similar services include mapmyride.com, mapmyrun.com, ridewithgps.com, gaiagps.com, sportstracker.com,
etc. but they have smaller user bases, and lack the sophisticated ‘big data’ tools that Strava offers.
In 2014, Strava claimed to have a database of over 400 billion GPS points; in 2016, over 1 trillion.
Strava has not disclosed how many people use the Strava app, but in 2014 Strava claimed that over 3 million user
tracks are uploaded each week, worldwide; in 2016 this reached over 5 million user tracks.
Strava 
Global Heatmap
and 
Clusterer
show popular routes (ie., trails and paths) and are available free of charge to
everyone (but do not offer the richer, detailed data that Strava Metro does). Heatmap and Clusterer target people
seeking popular trails (i.e., hey, where should I ride on my cycling holiday in northern Italy?)
Strava Metro
, a paid service,
targets government agencies that engage in urban transportation planning, particularly

active transportation (e.g., commuter cycling). The richer 
Strava Metro
data facilitates more detailed information
such as: origindestination information, network flow patterns, direction of travel, areas where users slow down,
maximum speeds, time of day, dates (seasonal usage) etc.
Cities that have used Strava Metro include London, Glasgow, Ottawa, Bath, Seattle, and Orlando.
Strava Metro currently costs 
$1.10 USD
per unique Strava user for a 24month period. So, for example, to gain
access to the aggregated, 'depersonalized' Strava GPS data points of 1000 unique Strava users (and all their trips)
for the years 2015 and 2016 would cost $1,100 USD. So, about $0.55 USD per Strava app user per year.
Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) found the monthtomonth correlation on the Hawthorne Bridge
between total number of bicycles counted with a bike counter and total number of Strava bicycles trips over a
oneyear period was an 
adjusted R Square 0.91
.
Strava app use varies from route to route (ie., road to road and trail to trail).
Here is what I could find; all numbers below are in the context of bicycle routes.
● ODOT (2013 data) found approximately 
1.5 to 2.5%
(based on one location over one year)
● Griffin and Jiao (2013 data) found 
2.8 to 8.8%
(based on three locations over oneweek)
● A 2014 Strava Inc. estimate was
2 to 12%
● An Auckland New Zealand study (2013 to 2014 data) found
2 to 9%
(based on four locations for
one day only)
● (Strava is a popular app; percentages could be higher now.)
For trails, until better information is available, I will use the estimate of 1% to 12%.
Use of other bicyclerelated GPS apps (e.g., CycleTracks) for crowdsourced ‘big data’ purposes can be very low
(
<1%
); the sample size is often too small to be meaningful.
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Approach
I used two of Strava Inc.’s free tools (Strava Global Heatmap and Clusterer) to explore trail use patterns in the
CalgaryCanmore region to identify 'real world' opportunities and limitations associated with these tools. I particularly
focussed on Canmore, a city of approximately 15,000 people, next to Banff National Park, which is both an outdoor
recreation mecca (trail running, mountain and road biking, crosscountry skiing, hiking, climbing, etc.) and a place
where there is important wildlife habitat, including critical wildlife movement corridors for grizzly bears, wolves, elk,
etc. I then explored the potential of Strava Metro, the paid Strava Inc. service that targets government organizations
seeking data for planning purposes.

Strava Global Heatmap

First, let’s look at some maps generated using the free Strava Global Heatmap. I’ve simply taken snips of the
heatmap from the Strava website, crudely labeled them and pasted them into this document.
The wider and brighter the blue lines on the map are, the more popular the trail or road is among Strava users.

(Highline trail area above Three Sisters Resorts lands in Canmore, Alberta)
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A good place to start is with a 'big picture' view of Canada and the US. Map 1 shows that most Strava users who
ride and run are where the most people live in North America: the eastern portion of the US and the west coast of
the US and Canada. The northernmost large blue nodes on the map are the Edmonton and Calgary areas in
Alberta, Canada.

Map 1  CanadaUS Heatmap
As we look at various heatmaps, here are some points of caution regarding Strava Global Heatmap.
●
●
●
●

It’s main purpose is to help people who bike and run identify 'popular routes'.
The maps are based on Strava users only.
Strava app use varies from road to road, and trail to trail (est. 1 to 12% of total use) making it difficult to compare
route popularity and use.
Map brightness is localized (e.g., the maximum brightness for a multiuse pathway in a large city vs. a small city can
be the same despite many more Strava users associated with the large city’s pathway) 
[1]
.

For Map 1 and all other Global Heatmaps that follow, I have selected 'Both' in
Global Heatmap settings. Note that 'Run' appears to be a loose term that includes
other footbased activities such as walking and hiking.
Each map type has its own brightness scaling (e.g., a trail on the ‘Bike’ heatmap
with 1000 Strava users could have equal brightness as trail on the ‘Run’ heatmap
with 200 Strava users).
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Map 2 below presents a regional view of recreational trail and road use in the CalgaryCanmore region. On the map
it is very easy to identify the regional recreation hotspots, based on Strava users.
From here on I will mainly focus on trails, not roadways (ie., bicycle routes on roads). I use the word 'trails' to
include paths, greenways, etc.

Map 2  CalgaryBanff Region Heatmap
Having lived in this region for nearly 50 years, and being an avid trail user myself, my general impression is that the
heatmap does a good job of identifying regional recreation 'hotspots': Calgary, Canmore, Bragg Creek, and Banff.
Also, at this mapping scale, the Strava Global Heatmap does a good job of showing the most popular trails in each
area, despite the points of caution I mentioned on the previous page.
Calgary’s paved, very popular, multiuse river pathway system shows up clearly, following the Bow and Elbow
Rivers. It is the the most extensive urban pathway and bikeway network in North America.
The Bragg Creek area, with its extensive network of trails favored by mountain bikers lights up brightly. The dense
network of heavilyused, forested, multiuse mountain biking and running trails on the south side of Canmore forms a
bright cluster. The very popular paved multiuse path (the Legacy Trail), used mainly by cyclists, connecting
Canmore and Banff town appears very bright.
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Let’s now zoom in on the Canmore area where I live. I know these trails very well.

Map 3  Heatmap: trails in the Canmore area
At first glance, relative trail use and popularity of many trails looks plausible. Some of the most popular trails
surrounding the city include those labeled in red on Map 3, based on both personal experience and available trail
counter data. Some of the trails leading up the local peaks (Ha Ling and Lady MacDonald) are easily identified. At
the Canmore Nordic Centre, which is popular for mountain biking in the nonwinter months, something unusual
appears to the trained eye: the race course associated with an annual, hugely popular special event (24 Hours of
Adrenalin race), is clearly visible, showing that special, large events have potential to bias the heatmaps.
Recall, these heatmap 
do not
show total trail use; they only show the relative popularity of trails 
among Strava app
users
.

Canmore, Alberta. Photo credit: Wikipedia
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Now, let’s zoom in farther, to the G8 trails area.

Map 4  Heatmap: trails in the Canmore area  G8 trails
Map 4 gives the impression that the G8 trails, which are mainly used by mountain bikers, are busier than some of the
urban trails and paths in Canmore. Personal experience and trail counter data does not support this. This suggests
that people who ride the G8 trails are heavier users of Strava than are people who use the mellower urban trails and
paths.
The heatmap is simply telling us where Strava use is relatively heavy and where it is not. It does a good job at this.
It is not possible to infer total use with a heatmap alone; another source of data, such as trail counter data, would be
required.

2014 vs 2015 map
There is another Strava Heatmap option worthy of mention called 
2014 vs 2015
, a map which shows year vs. year
changes. Below shows how bike/pedestrian infrastructure improvements, namely a new bike/pedestrian bridge
(circled in yellow) in central Canmore resulted in more use of a particular route (based on Strava users).
Central Canmore 2014 (preimprovement)

Central Canmore 2015 (postimprovement)
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The same can be clearly observed regarding recent cycling infrastructure improvements in downtown Calgary. The
change in use (again, based on Strava users) from 'pre' to 'post' is easy to spot using 
Strava Heatmap 2014 vs 2015

Strava Heatmap  Downtown Calgary 2014 (preimprovements)

Strava Heatmap  Downtown Calgary 2015 (postimprovements)
The easiest way to use the ‘2014 vs. 2015’ heatmap is to grab the date line button with your mouse and sweep it
across the map. It is a very clever design.
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Strava Clusterer

Let’s now have a look at Strava Clusterer. Whereas Strava Heatmap shows all trails used by Strava users, Strava
Clusterer focusses only on the 'top' or most popular trails in a given area and provides some additional information
that the Strava Global Heatmap does not. Specifically, Strava Clusterers allows us to identify the most popular
routes, based on Strava user use, and dig down deeper to potentially gain insights into the type of use (run, bike,
snow activities, etc.) and when it occurs (e.g., time of day). As we move through things keep in mind that Strava
created Clusterer to help people who bike, run, ski, etc. find popular routes, and its interface and options reflect this.
On the Clusterer control panel you can filter for 'Activity type' by clicking on icons. There are five choices: (1) All
types, (2) Rides, (3) Runs, (4) Water activities, and (5) Snow activities. One note about 'Runs': it appears to include
other footbased activities (hiking, walking, etc.).

For what follows, I have selected 'All types' and Recurs 'Any'. Let’s zoom in on the Canmore Nordic Centre area.
We see the following information.
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Key
A = Cluster name (e.g., evening skate)
B = Selected cluster (e.g., evening skate)
C = Days of week (no scale)
D = Hours of the day (no scale)
E = Months of the year (no scale)
F = Photos uploaded by Strava users

Two of the listed names (see blue text above) are annual races: 
24 Hours of Adrenalin
(mountain bike race) and
Grizzly Ultra Relay
(running race). In fact, 24 Hours of Adrenalin tops the list and has the number '1080'
associated with it. What does this number mean? It appears that this number (1080 activities) is related to the
number of Strava GPS logs associated with that particular cluster. I have not been able to find solid information
regarding exactly what the number represents, but it is clear that it 
does not
represent number of unique people (with
Strava’s paid service, Strava Metro, the number of unique peopleie., unique Strava userscould be determine).
And, an additional caution: a Strava user who does lots of loops or laps on a particular looped trail could skew the
number; the 24 Hours of Adrenalin race is a good example in this regard (ie., race participants do lots of loops).
Let’s look closely at 'evening skate' (circled in red above). 'evening skate' refers to crosscountry ski skating.
Interestingly, there is no actual trail with that name. It is not clear how Clusterer generates the names on the
Clusterer list. There are some weird ones like 'we are'. The names are likely machinegenerated based on various
possible names the naming algorithm has available to it (the Strava app autosuggests names to the Strava app user
who may accept the name or create their own name for a 'GPS trip'). Regardless, 'evening skate' does accurately
map out the areas of the Canmore Nordic Centre where there are night lights and where most night time ski skating
occurs.

The graphs labelled C, D, and E show temporal use patterns for 'evening skate': (C) days of the week, (D) time of
day, (E) and months. Let’s have a closer look at these.
Whereas (C) and (E) look plausible for a winter, nighttime ski trail system, (D) does not: evening skiing should
presumably occur only in the evening, not during the day and night as Graph D shows. However, as mentioned
earlier, Cluster names are machinegenerated and so 'evening skate' makes some sense if we consider it as the
'primary descriptor' rather than as the 'only descriptor'.
Note that the above three charts do not have any real numbers associated with them. What was the volume of use
on Monday? What was the total use in February? Strava Clusterer does not provide that information. Why? There
are two likely reasons: (1) these details are not so important to recreationalists and (2) in part, Strava Heatmap and
Strava Clusterers are teasers for Strava Metro, the paid service, which provides highly detailed information that could
answer the questions posed above.
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In sum, a degree of caution is warranted when using the graphs associated with a particular trail, and for that matter,
any numbers or maps associated with Strava Clusterer as a whole. And, as always, keep in mind that everything
associated with Strava Heatmaps and Clusterer only considers Strava users, not all trail users.

Opportunities
Here are some of the potential opportunities that Strava Inc.’s two free tools, Strava Heatmap and Strava Clusterer,
offer in the context of trying to understand trail use better. It facilitates a 'quick and dirty' identification of:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

regional recreational hotspots
trail networks
individual trails popular among Strava users (biking and running trails in particular)
what Strava activities (e.g., run and bike) occur where
where best to deploy trail traffic counters
trails with potential for interuser conflict (e.g., bikers vs nonbikers)
trail use in ecologically or culturally sensitive areas
as a conversation starter among various interest groups and stakeholders
as screening tools for Strava Metro (ie., are there enough Strava users in my area to warrant Strava Metro?)

Limitations
Here are some of the limitations that Strava Inc.’s two free tools, Strava Heatmap and Strava Clusterer, offer in the
context of trying to understand trail use better.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Neither provide insights into the total number of trail users; for that, trail traffic counter data would be required.
Caution about Strava app user demographics (largely male); for many users, it is a social media activity app built
around riding/running as a sport. Riders and runners sometimes challenge themselves and others.
Caution about the types of trails Strava users select and the types of activities they engage in (ie., they appear less
likely to select mellow urban walking paths and more likely to select trails that present an athletic challenge).
A special event (e.g., race) has potential to skew the data and hence the maps.
Comparing dissimilar trails would be folly (e.g., mellow urban path vs. hardcore mountain bike trail). Must compare
like to like.
Firsthand knowledge of the trails reduces the risk of drawing inaccurate conclusions.
Trails sometimes appear to have strange lowuse sections when in reality they are simply areas where GPS
reception is poor (canyons and dense forests).
Strava 
states
that Clusterer is “side project” and it may “be removed or break at any time”.

Quote from 
Brian Riordan, of Strava
about Strava Global Heatmap
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Strava Metro

Strava Metro is a paid service that targets the needs of government organizations. It provides the aggregated,
anonymized GPS data and other information associated with Strava users for a particular location (typically a city) for
a 24month period (eg., 2015 and 2016).
Whereas Strava Heatmaps and Clusterer are only suitable for a very cursory, coarse visual analysis of popular
Strava trails, the richer data associated with Strava Metro allows for detailed analysis and insights including activity
type (bike, run, walk, ski), direction of travel, gender, age, trail network patterns, speed, duration, routes, etc.
Assuming it is used properly, Strava Metro data appears well suited for public planning purposes, and there is
growing list of places that have used it.
Strava Metro data is suitable for larger networks of:
●
●
●

Bicycleoriented routes, paths, trails, etc.
Multiuse paths and trails used by people who ride and run
Mountain bike trails

Strava Heatmap, and to a certain extent Strava Clusterer, can be used as screening tools to determine if there is
sufficient Strava use in your area to warrant the cost of Strava Metro. Below are two Canadian cities with similar
populations, viewed using Strava Heatmap. Obviously, there is not sufficient use in Swift Current to make Strava
Metro worthwhile, whereas Canmore looks like a good candidate.
Canmore, Alberta (pop. 15,000)

Swift Current, Saskatchewan (pop. 15,000)

Strava Metro currently costs 
$1.10 USD
per unique Strava user per 24month period. So, for example, to gain
access to the aggregated, 'depersonalized' Strava data of 1000 unique Strava users (and all their trips) for a
24month period (eg., 2015 and 2016) would be $1100 USD.
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Once validated (see next section), here are some thoughts about how Strava Metro might be used.
●
●
●
●
●

To estimate counts (ie., volume of use) on trails (or locations) without trail counters.
○ This would be appropriate for trails that have similar characteristics and attract similar users.
To gain insights into use type (e.g., bike vs. nonbike).
To infer direction and speed of travel.
To better understand the spatial distribution, flow and route selection of trail users (ie., where do people ride,
run, walk, etc.), using Strava users as a proxy for overall trail users.
To determine how many hours (ie., duration) some trail users use trails daily, weekly, monthly, etc.

What about Strava user demographics? This is what I was able to find.
●
●
●

Typically a male bias
No distinct age bias in two cases (
Auckland
and 
Bath
); a younger age bias in 
Austin
Most Strava cyclists do not consider themselves competitive

Strava Metro and trail counter data
Because the percentage of Strava users varies from trail to trail (est. 1 to 12%), trail counters are necessary for
validation and 'truthing' purposes, as was done by 
Griffin and Jiao
(2014) in Austin, Texas. That is, we need to be
certain that Strava use reflects actual trail volumes on a variety of trails sufficiently well. Further, Strava users as a
percentage total trail use can vary monthly on the same route, as 
Oregon data
shows (1.5 to 2.5%).

To gain the confidence of the public and decision makers, it is necessary to use counters at a sufficient number of
locations, for a sufficient duration of time to 'truth' the Strava data. A counting program involving Strava Metro data
might have these main ingredients:
●
●

A series of permanent counters at key locations to anchor everything, particularly to determine the
monthtomonth variations of Strava use (ie., temporal variations).
A series of temporary counters (e.g., one week or more) that are moved from location to location so that
data is gathered from a sufficient number and types of trails. On trails with lower traffic volumes, it would be
advisable to do longer sample periods.
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Once Strava data has been validated on a sufficient number and variety of trails for a sufficient time period, it would
be possible to infer total trail traffic volume (and potentially other information) on trails without trail counters,
eliminating the need to deploy counters on certain trails. This reduces the number of trail counters required, and
their associated cost (purchase price, staff time to install and download them, etc.). The savings could potentially
mitigate or offset the cost of Strava Metro data and its other costs (e.g., the time to query, analyse and integrate it).
Further, if short (e.g., several hours), observational field surveys were done on the trails that have counters, this
survey data could be used to:
(a) calibrate the counters, which is often standard practice anyway [
2
,
3
], and,
(b) facilitate extrapolations of use type (bike, run, walk, skateboard, inline skating, etc.), gender, etc. based
on the Strava data.
The advantage of this approach is that lower cost (
$500 range
) volumetric trail traffic counters could be used rather
than higher cost ($1000 to $3000) specialty counters that classify (bike vs nonbike) and/or provide direction of travel
data.

In summary, the approach to trail traffic counting in the context of Strava Metro data would be as follows.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Install some permanent volumetric counters.
Use temporary volumetric counters (one week or more) on a suitable selection of trails.
Do observational field surveys of a few hours for counter calibration purposes and to gather additional data
(use type, gender, etc.)
Based on the above data, use Strava Metro data to infer user volume and use type (bike, gender, etc.) over
a larger number of trails (ie., those without trail counters).

In short, an adequate number of ‘simple’ volumetric counters in combination with 'smart' Strata Metro, and survey
data, creates the potential to reduce overall program costs while providing richer and more complete data (use type,
direction of travel, gender, etc.), over a wider area.
Also, it should be possible to use Strava data retroactively. That is, if there are existing counters and counter data, it
should be possible to use this with historic Strava data for a particular year.
A 2014 study by Paul Griffin and Junfeng Jiao involving bicycle counters in Austin, and Strava Metro data, provides
an excellent overview of the considerations and limitations of using Strava Metro data . I have summarized some of
the salient points of their study in 
Appendix 1
for those wishing to go deeper.
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Conclusions
The data world is rapidly changing. Today, there are types of trail data that were unavailable a few years ago.
Strava data, a type of crowdsourced, ‘big data’, is an excellent example. It is unlikely that any one source of trail
data will replace all others. Instead, the different sources (crowdsourced GPSbased, trail counter, surveys, etc.)
have the potential to complement and strengthen each other.
Because Strava data is based upon GPS tracks, it is particularly good at showing where Strava users go, and
providing other rich information, and has potential to be used as a powerful lens for better understanding trail use in
a particular area, provided its limitations are kept firmly in mind. In this article I suggested that Strava Heatmap and
Clusterer work best at the very coarse level, and Strava Metro at the finer, more detailed level. All three work better
when trail counter data is available.
Whereas most use of Strava Metro data to date has been by cities (London, Glasgow, Ottawa, Portland, Orlando,
Bath, Austin, etc.) in the context of bicyclerelated transportation planning, Strava Metro data has potential to be
used in the context of trail networks, particularly larger ones used by people who run or ride (e.g., multiuse trail
networks in urban and nonurban areas).
Strava app use, as a portion of total trail use, varies from trail to trail (est. 1 to 12%). For accuracy, and to gain the
confidence of the public and decision makers, it is necessary to determine the percentage of Strava users on a
suitable selection of trails. This is easily done using lowercost ($500 range) volumeonly trail traffic counters in
conjunction with the Strava data. The combination of Strava data, volumetric counter data and surveys opens the
door to costeffective user classification (bike, gender, etc.) and other insights over a large area.
There is potential to reduce overall project costs while at the same time providing richer and more complete
information for planning, management, and advocacy purposes overall a much wider area.
On the next page I list some references for those wanting to learn more. Also, Strava Metro has sample data
available (contact 
Strava Metro
). Strava also has a simplified 
online interface
for certain Strava Metro data that is
intended to make working with Strava data easier.

“What we’ve really focused on is
combining our count data with Strava to
give us a broader picture of what’s
happening...the combination has really
proved valuable because it’s allowing us
to say things about parts of the network
we didn’t have any data on.”
Craig Moore
Data, systems, and GIS analyst for the Traffic Management Division of Seattle DOT.
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References and resources
Below are some references and resources related to Strava data that I found helpful. Most are in the context of
urban cycle planning because that is how Strava Metro has been used to date.
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(2016)
Strava  Wikipedia
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Three cases studies
2014  Austin, USA (2014)  pop. 913,000
Crowdsourcing Bicycle Volumes
(Griffin and Jiao, 2014)
2015  Auckland, New Zealand  pop. 1.45 million
Using smartphones for cycle planning (use of Strava Metro data in Auckland
2016  Bath City, UK  pop. 90,000
Strava Metro: what can it tell us about cycling in Bath?
Strava Metro: first steps
Strava Metro: mapping cyclist activities
Strava Metro: animating the data

Recommended videos
Bath City  Strava Metro (4min)

Following the data: The story behind Strava Metro (30min)

From Strava Inc. website
Strava Global Heatmap
Strava Clusterer
Strava Metro
Strava Metro  Frequently Asked Questions
Strava Labs
Strava GIS presentation
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Some screenshots from the Strava GIS presentation

Scholarly and research references used
Griffin, G. P., & Jiao, J. (2014). Crowdsourcing Bicycle Volumes: Exploring the Role of Volunteered Geographic
Information and Established Monitoring Methods. Griffin, GP, & Jiao, J.(in press). Crowdsourcing Bicycle Volumes:
Exploring the role of volunteered geographic information and established monitoring methods. URISA Journal, 27(1).
Muhar, A., Arnberger, A., & Brandenburg, C. (2002). Methods for visitor monitoring in recreational and protected
areas: An overview. Monitoring and Management of Visitor Flows in Recreational and Protected Areas. Institut for
Landscape Architecture & Landscape Management Bodenkultur University Vienna, 2001, 16.
Ross, J. (2005). Visitor counters in parks: management practice for counter calibration. Department of Conservation.
Sainio, J., Westerholm, J., & Oksanen, J. (2015). Generating heat maps of popular routes online from massive
mobile sports tracking application data in milliseconds while respecting privacy. ISPRS International Journal of
GeoInformation, 4(4), 18131826.
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Appendix 1  Strava Metro Case Study: Austin, Texas
Whereas a number of cities have used Strava Metro data, in my opinion, the case of Austin, Texas is the best
example to showcase because of its academic rigour and detailed analyses. The paper published was:
Crowdsourcing Bicycle Volumes: Exploring the role of volunteered geographic information and established
monitoring methods, Griffin, G.P. and Jiao, J., 2014.
Some of the salient points, particularly about the use of counters and validation, are below.
●
●
●

The study evaluated two smartphone apps with cycleplanning potential: Strava and CycleTracks
Oneweek of bicycle traffic counter data and app data were compared for five locations in Austin.
The results are below (p. 12)

●

The results showed that CycleTracks users, as a
percentage of total bicycle counts, were very low
(<0.5%) and that Strava Metro users were a higher
percentage (2.8% to 8.8%).
The study stated that although Strava app use
varies from trail to trail, it is also likely to vary in
proportion to actual volumes for a given trail.
They concluded, among other things, that
crowdsourced ‘big data’ shows promise a legitimate
tool for evaluating volumes of bicyclists, and that
crowdsourced traffic volumes offer significant
opportunities, though bounded by certain limitations.
The authors cautioned that crowdsourced datasets,
such a Strava Metro, may or may not represent the given population that is the focus of a transportation
planning initiative.
They recommend the number of locations be increased, and counts of at least oneweek duration be
performed, as per guidance by Figliozzi, Johnson, Monsere, & Nordback 2014; Nordback & Janson 2010;
Turner & Lasley 2013; United States Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration 2013
In a later paper the authors suggested that a longer duration (ie., more than one week) may provide stronger
predictive power in areas with relatively low volumes (Griffin and Jiao, 2015).

●

●

●

●

●
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